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Nominator's Bureau/Office
(Listed as it will be on
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Tosin

Abiodun

Portland Bureau of Transportation

tosin.abio
dun@por
tlandoreg
on.gov

Dr. Tosin Abiodun is the interim Equity Manager for PBOT,
Marisa Trujillo DeMull
previously Equity Coordinator. She stepped into this challenging
role 3 months ago‐‐as our previous Equity Manager left recently.
Immediately, Tosin is running full speed with the equity work at
PBOT. She is an amazing organizer and encourages people across
the Bureau to become more involved in the work. She is kind
spirited and warm despite the difficulty of her job. Tosin is also
eager to empower others and endlessly supportive of POC staff. I
have been impressed with her enthusiasm as she embraced this
responsibility and I would like to see the sweat and tears she has
poured into the job be recognized.

Portland Bureau of
Transportation

Tosin

Abiodun

Portland Bureau of Transportation

tosin.abio
dun@por
tlandoreg
on.gov

Tosin, we are all very lucky to have you leading the Bureau's
Bridgette Coleman
equity work. I feel so lucky to be working with you. You are an
incredible, intelligent, organized, thoughtful, and inspirational
leader. I know that I am a better employee because of you. I
never thought poetry could change my perspective on meetings,
but somehow you knew it was a good reset. I love that you lead
by example and always provide opportunities for those around
you to utilize our given talents. You really see and understand
each individual and it shows in how you lead. The Bureau is lucky
to have you and I feel very lucky to be able to work more closely
with you. Thank you for you for always focusing the Bureau on
equity, and for your meticulous attention to detail! It is a true joy
to work with you.

Portland Bureau of
Transportation
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Jay

Brannon

Bureau of Environmental Services

jay.brann
on@portl
andorego
n.gov

Jay

Brannon

Bureau of Environmental Services

jay.brann
on@portl
andorego
n.gov

Jay

Brannon

Bureau of Environmental Services

Jay.Brann
on@portl
andorego
n.gov

Jay

Brannon

Bureau of Environmental Services

jay.brann
on@portl
andorego
n.gov

Jay

Brannon

Bureau of Environmental Services

jay.brann
on@portl
andorego
n.gov

For Jay's tremendous work and commitments advancing the
cause of Racial, Environmental and Climate Justice at the City of
Portland, whether that be in a leadership capacity of the City's
African American Network, as the Chairperson of the Portland
Branch of the NAACP Environmental Justice Committee, or as an
employee of this great City. Jay leads with her values, and many
are inspired to follow in her footsteps.
Jay is a rising leader who has a growth mindset and a drive that
ignites her spirit to achieve beyond expectation. Her work in the
NAACP and her continuous support of the African American
community are awe‐inspiring! She has broken barriers in the
workplace as an engineer and is a role model for the youth she
mentors.
Jay is currently the longest serving leader on the City's African
American Network (CAAN) leadership team. She understands the
importance of having this affinity group to advocate and support
black staff at the City. Jay is selfless in her mission and outside of
CAAN and the city is a mentor and scholarship funder for diverse
females in STEAM and Engineering. Her, age belies her wisdom
and focus.
Jay's work ethic and concern of taxpayer dollars are only two of
the values she brings to every task. She incorporates her
knowledge and experience with innovative ideas when designing
capital improvement projects. This approach helps expedite her
projects through the design phase while still delivering a top‐
quality project for construction.
For Jay's tremendous work and commitments advancing the
cause of Racial, Environmental and Climate Justice at the City of
Portland, whether that be in a leadership capacity of the City's
African American Network, as the Chairperson of the Portland
Branch of the NAACP Environmental Justice Committee, or as an
employee of this great City. Jay leads with her values, and many
are inspired to follow in her footsteps.

Nominator's Bureau/Office
(Listed as it will be on
certificate)

David O'Longaigh

Portland Water Bureau

Ana Brophy

Bureau of Environmental
Services

Lorraine Wilson

Office of Community & Civic
Life

Susan Hjorten

Bureau of Environmental
Services

David O'Longaigh

Portland Water Bureau
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Cynthia

Castro

Commissioner Carmen Rubio's
Office

Cynthia stands out on all of the above, she is an exceptional
leader in our halls and in the community. Thank you Cynthia for
your mentorship and dedication to improving the lives of so
many.

Yesenia Carrillo

Commissioner Dan Ryan's
Office

Cynthia

Castro

Commissioner Carmen Rubio's
Office

Cynthia is an exceptional co‐worker and a role model as an
employee that lives her values and walks the walk. Her work on
the Citywide Disability Equity Goals gave me hope for an
inclusive workplace and made me feel truly seen.

Anne Kroma

Bureau of Parks and
Recreation

Cynthia

Castro

Commissioner Carmen Rubio's
Office

Cynthia.
M.Castro
@portlan
doregon.g
ov
Cynthia.
M.Castro
@portlan
doregon.g
ov
Cynthia.
M.Castro
@portlan
doregon.g
ov

Cynthia is an extraordinary human and public servant.Over the Georgia West
many years she has worked for the City of Portland, she has
diligently created multiple opportunities for our communities to
truly participate on the various ways the City can best serve
them. Even though the public has been of her forefront, she has
also consistently and diligently created incredible opportunities
for us public servants (such as mentorship and leadership
programs for City employees) to have greater opportunities, and
bring our best selves to what we do. Most recently, in
collaboration with Tatiana Elejalde, Yesenia Carrillo, Huitzi Rios‐
Martinez, Andres Oswill, and Santos Aguilar, Cynthia lead the
efforts to create and approve RESOLUTION No. 37525 to
Establish a language pay differential for multilingual City
employees and authorize the Bureau of Human Resources and
the Office of Equity and Human Rights to establish processes and
procedures necessary for implementation. This is a landmark
accomplishment! It will help celebrate the plurality of our life
experiences and recognize a soft skill like language ability as a
real value to our work. This resolution will further prevent
exploitation of many employees that are frequently asked to
translate, interpret, and review documents without
compensation.In the City's effort to best serve our communities
in a meaningful way, this resolution is a right step towards a just
future!

Nominator's Bureau/Office
(Listed as it will be on
certificate)

Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management
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Tatiana

Elejalde

Office of Equity and Human Rights

tatiana.el
ejalde@p
ortlandor
egon.gov

Tatiana has made a tremendous difference in the lives of
disenfranchised community members, not only in her role as the
City's Language Access Lead, but also in her roles at the City's
Emergency Coordination Center (ECC). She was instrumental in
getting vital public health messaging to multilingual communities
in over 20 language‐‐including Indigenous languages unfamiliar
to many Portlanders. Her language access guidance helped the
ECC address food insecurity and financial needs in multilingual
communities. As the ECC Equity Officer, she has ensured that all
staff (over 80 employees) have a broad understanding of equity
during an emergency response. She has worked this full‐time job
in addition to her full‐time duties at the Office of Equity and
Human Rights. Her lived experience as a multilingual immigrant
from Colombia who also lived in Japan gives her a unique lens to
guide the City in language access and equity. Her talent and
passion for equity make her uniquely deserving of the
Exceptional Wonder Woman Award.

Office of Equity and Human
Rights

Tatiana

Elejalde

Office of Equity and Human Rights

Tatiana.El Tatiana is an amazing and talented person I have had a chance to Regina Ingabire
ejalde@p work with during the pandemic! Her commitment to serve and
ortlandor advocate for our communities is impeccable.
egon.gov
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Natasha

Haunsper Portland Police Bureau
ger

Natasha.
Haunsper
ger@port
landorego
n.gov

Portland Police Bureau

Natasha

Haunsper Portland Police Bureau
ger

natasha.h
aunsperg
er@portl
andorego
n.gov

Natasha's ability to connect to people is a gift to the Portland
Laurel Green‐Mitchell
Police Bureau. She engages people respectfully and
professionally while staying human, candid, and real. Natasha
works incredibly hard on multiple projects at a time and is
constantly advancing PPB's practices to better serve and connect
with the community. Significantly, Natasha has spearheaded
efforts to improve language access so that everyone in our
community can effectively communicate for police services.
Finally, Natasha is an incredibly kind, generous, and
knowledgeable mentor. She is willing to help others during her
personal time and she recognizes the need for improved
relationship building and support among women at PPB.
The impact of Natasha's service to the PPB and, perhaps more
Ashley Lancaster
importantly, the Portland community is beyond measure. Her
thoughtful approach to engaging community members,
particularly immigrant communities, is a model for meaningful,
deliberate, and considerate relationship building between an
institution and the community it serves. One example of this is
the work she does and relationships she has formed with the
PPB's community advisory groups (e.g., Muslim Council, Latino
Council, Slavic Council, etc.). Natasha attends every meeting,
largely taking on a listening posture and, when prompted,
providing honest and meaningful feedback to group concerns
and questions.Natasha's strategic vision and respectful practices
in this regard undoubtedly advance community engagement‐
focused Bureau goals. Her personable demeanor and ability to
form meaningful connections extend to her working
relationships with her colleagues, as well. Despite juggling
several priorities and projects, Natasha is always eager to
support her peers in any capacity that she can. Her dedication to
her work, the innovative lens through which she tackles that
work, and the intimate bonds she forms with those around her
are inspiring.

Portland Police Bureau
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Tyesha

Tyesha is the Mental Health Specialist for Civic Life. However, she Lorraine Wilson
has been supporting the city in growing awareness and elevating
Mental Health issues to remove the stigmas that are attached.
Tyesha is also on the CAAN leadership, and has stepped up over
the last three years giving of her time. Tyesha is a very busy
person, and she has been actively advocating and providing
support for Black Staff at the city especially assisting in navigating
mental health issues during COVID. She is selfless in her
commitment and time.

Office of Community & Civic
Life

McCool
Riley

Office of Community & Civic Life

Tyesha.M
cCool‐
Riley@po
rtlandore
gon.gov
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Kim
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City Attorney's Office
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Kim Sneath's contributions to the City Attorney's Office cannot Robert Taylor
be overstated. Kim is responsible for all administrative functions
of the office, leading 30 legal support professionals, and keeping
42 attorneys fully supported so, as a team, we can provide the
City with exceptional legal representation. Her leadership, hard
work, candor, and positive attitude set the bar for
professionalism. Kim is known throughout City government as
the go‐to person when there is a task at hand. Whether it's the
assignment of an urgent legal matter, a human resources issue or
a request from an elected official, Kim knows how to get the job
done. She oversees every aspect of staffing the City Attorney's
Office, from filling position vacancies and preparing payroll to
ensuring that everyone has the tools they need to do their job
well. Kim cares deeply about the City Attorney's Office, and it
shows in everything she does. She makes each person feel valued
by acknowledging personal and professional milestones or just
checking in to make sure that they are happy in their position.
She listens and offers valuable advice to those who seek it. Kim's
dedication goes beyond the City Attorney's Office. She has left
her mark on City employees across the bureaus. In 2012, Kim
founded the City's Women Making History Award to
acknowledge local female champions during Women's History
Month. That award soon grew into the Wonder Woman Award,
which today recognizes hundreds of employees for their
exemplary commitment to the City they serve! Kim Sneath has
been the trusted support professionalâ€”indeed, the rockâ€”for
five City Attorneys. She will leave an indelible mark on the City
Attorney's Office when she retires this spring with nearly 30
years of exceptional service to the City of Portland
Tony Garcia
kim.sneat For exceptional commitment to equity while serving on the
h@portla Leadership Committee for the Office of the City Attorney from
ndoregon September 2019 to March 2021, Kim's professionalism,
dedication, and stellar performance continued advancing equity
.gov
in the Inclusive Workplace Project. Kim's performance reflects
great credit upon herself, the Office of the City Attorney, and the
City of Portland.

kim.sneat
h@portla
ndoregon
.gov

Nominator's Bureau/Office
(Listed as it will be on
certificate)

City Attorney's Office

City Attorney's Office
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Markisha Webster Office of Equity and Human Rights
Smith

Markisha.
Smith@p
ortlandor
egon.gov

Office of Community & Civic
Life

Markisha Webster Office of Equity and Human Rights
Smith

Markisha.
Smith@p
ortlandor
egon.gov

Over the last year and particularly after the brutal murder of
Lorraine Wilson
George Floyd. Dr. Smith provided the support and leadership
that was needed. She spoke up and out, centering black staff at
the city and black residents. Dr. Smith did what few leaders are
prepared to do. Put their job on the line. Dr. Smith did not just
respond to a moment in time. She has been and continue to be
working on transformative changes within the city for the city.
She has the supernatural responsibilities of a woman, mother
and all that comes with those titles, while graciously being
selfless in her work.
Dr. Markisha Webster is the embodiment of Black Excellence.
Jeff Selby
Leading a team through a pandemic would be enough
responsibility for anyone, but Dr. Webster has consistently
answered the call of leadership. She has become a voice of racial
equity not just for the City, but for the region as well. Her love
and leadership are recognized by her Office of Equity team, and I
am excited that the rest of the City, including the Mayor's Office,
is recognizing her amazing talents as well.

Office of Equity and Human
Rights
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Katy

Wolf

Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management

Heather.
Hafer@p
ortlandor
egon.gov

Katy

Wolf

Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management

katy.wolf
@portlan
doregon.g
ov

Katy

Wolf

Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management

Katy.Wolf
@portlan
doregon.g
ov

Katy

Wolf

Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management

Katy.Wolf
@portlan
doregon.g
ov

Katy

Wolf

Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management

katy.wolf

Katy has managed the ECC for over a year, and she's done an
outstanding job. She's intelligent, hardworking and dedicated
and creates collaborative working environments. She gives her
team autonomy to do their best work, but supports them
however they need it. Working in the ECC under Katy's
leadership is a career highlight. The City is very lucky to benefit
from Katy's talent and expertise.
For over a year, Katy has led the ECC in our response to COVID
19. She has been managing Logistics, Finance, Information,
Planning, Safety and Operation personnel in equitably caring for
the most vulnerable members of our community. The city owes
her a giant debt of gratitude.
She has led the Emergency Command Center for the past year
during this pandemic! Katy is always calm, cool and collected
displaying what great leadership should look like. In this time she
had not only given directions but shown by example what needs
to be done to lead us to addressing the needs for those most
vulnerable during this pandemic!
Katy has been an exceptional role model, mentor, and leader this
year. Her commitment to ensuring that the City of Portland is
was ready and organized to take on several emergencies this
year went above and beyond and the city is better for it. I was
able to work virtually for the ECC for one week and Katy did a
wonderful job walking me through everything, prepping staff to
assist, and generally making it as smooth as possible. I can only
imagine how much time and energy she has put in this year to
serve the City and our residents. They City of Portland is luck to
have her.
Katy has been a huge asset especially this last year when she had
to help lead the response effort for COVID for the city. She is on
top of all of the many efforts going on and is responsive even
with her beyond full plate.

Nominator's Bureau/Office
(Listed as it will be on
certificate)

Heather Hafer

Office of Management &
Finance

Kevin Shanders

Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management

Jane Doyle

Bureau of Parks and
Recreation

Elisabeth Perez

Office for Community
Technology

Ronnie Mompeller

Bureau of Environmental
Services
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Wolf

Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management

Katy

Wolf

Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management

Katy

Wolf

Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management

Katy

Wolf

Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management
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katy.wolf “Katy is a true Portland Wonder Woman. Working with her
during the pandemic I have seen her assume control of an
evolving emergency with a cool head and a steady hand. Katy
leads the city’s emergency coordination efforts with true
partnership, effortlessly switching from high‐level direction to
detailed decision‐making on hundreds of essential projects.
When Katy is in charge you know that work will be done well,
compassionately, and on schedule. Kudos for supporting the
entire city through this incredible year.”
katy.wolf “After serving at least three "tours" in the Emergency Operations
Center (EOC) during the pandemic I learned a couple of things.
First among those things was an appreciation for the PBEM staff,
especially Katy Wolf. Katy is a stellar performer. A real leader. A
fine collaborator. Katy has a deep understanding of the
relationships among the various entities involved in the
emergency response ‐ bureaus, city, county, and state. She is
creative and will drive problems to a solution. The EOC is run by a
constantly rotating staff of varying skills and talents. Katy
capitalizes on the individual's strengths and deals quietly but
firmly with weaknesses. The City of Portland is fortunate to have
Katy on the City team.”
katy.wolf “Katy Wolf is demonstrated time and time again that she is a
strong, grounded leader. She brings a forward‐looking analysis
and view to situations, as well as a sense of calm and
groundedness. As Incident Commander at the ECC, I witness
Katy's leadership style which is inclusive and empowering. She
provides clear direction and expectations and empowers her
teams to accomplish their work. Portland's emergency response
has been effective and more inclusive, including bringing a focus
on serving the needs of the most vulnerable in our community,
thanks to Katy's leadership. Katy is a wonder woman in
Portland.”
katy.wolf “Katy does an incredible job coordinating everything at the ECC.
She brings her A‐game to every meeting and exudes the perfect
balance of calm, dedication, and professionalism. It’s impressive
to watch her coordinate and keep track of all the moving pieces.
Well done and well deserved!”

Nominator's Bureau/Office
(Listed as it will be on
certificate)

Gabriel Solmer, Bureau
Director

Portland Water Bureau

Mike Stuhr, Former
Bureau Director

Portland Water Bureau

Andrea Curbin, Bureau
Director

Bureau of Planning &
Sustainability

Jeff Baer, Bureau
Director

Bureau of Technology Services
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Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management
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katy.wolf “I nominate Katy Wolf for the Wonder Woman Award because of
Katy's constant, remarkable, and expert leadership as the City's
Emergency Coordination Center Manager. Katy has created a
transparent, inclusive, collaborative, and outcomes‐oriented
structure, team, and culture to respond to the COVID‐19
pandemic. She has risen, time and again, to multiple and
concurrent emergencies. And she does this in a way that earns
and keeps trust, builds strong relationships, and creates open
lines of communication across a broad and diverse constituency.
She also keeps community members, those who have been and
are directly impacted by emergencies, at the heart of the work.
As a younger, newer employee to the City, I want to personally
note the inspiring role she plays as a mentor. She makes me
proud to work for government and to see how to realize
government's full potential at a time when so many are skeptical
or outright hostile to public service. Because of her, I have a
much clearer sense of what to means to "show up for
community" as a public servant.”
katy.wolf “Serving at the ECC in both May and November 2020 allowed me
to glimpse the stages and phases of this extended emergency
response. The ECC model is not one that was designed for a
pandemic such as this, and Katy has demonstrated adaptation,
patience and collaboration in order to serve the community, city
bureaus and individuals working at the ECC itself. This requires
being grounded in your training and what you know, as well as
letting that go of all of that in equal (or greater) measure. Thank
you, Katy, for your exemplary service to the ECC during these
historic times.”

Nominator's Bureau/Office
(Listed as it will be on
certificate)

Samuel Diaz, Sr. Policy
Advisory

Mayor Ted Wheeler's Office

Suk Rhee, Bureau
Director

Office of Community & Civic
Life
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katy.wolf “I would like to join the effort to nominate Katy Wolf for the
City’s “Wonder Woman” award. I had the opportunity to spend a
week with Katy over the summer in the Emergency Operations
Center for the city’s COVID response. I was impressed by her
ability to manage a number of priorities simultaneously, and to
work with her team on a wide variety of issues to produce a well‐
organized, effective response. And she did it all with a level of
calm and grace that showed exceptional leadership. Our
community is fortunate to have Katy as one of its public servants.
She is highly deserving of this recognition of her leadership skill
and expertise in emergency management.” – Chris Davis, Deputy
Chief, Portland Police Bureau
katy.wolf
“I would like to take a moment to write in support of Katy Wolf’s
nomination for the Wonder Woman Award. During my rotation
as incident commander at the ECC and other work with Katy, she
has proven to be a highly organized manager who ensures ECC
teams perform at a high level and communicate well. Katy also
exhibits a high degree of emotional intelligence, advising staff
through issues they encounter and ensures that staff function as
a team. Katy is also incredibly dedicated to the work of the ECC
and the communities the City serves. She has made
extraordinary efforts in her role and Portland has benefited
immensely as result.”
katy.wolf “Katy has ensured that equity is institutionalized in all levels of
the Emergency Coordination Center’s (ECC’s) work since the
beginning of the pandemic response. Her focus on historically
and currently oppressed communities has made a huge
difference in supporting those living with food insecurity and
homelessness.”
katy.wolf “Katy has been instrumental in the success of Portland’s
pandemic response. I am truly inspired by her leadership and
growth over the past year. The Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management and the entire City of Portland are fortunate to
have her.”

Nominator's Bureau/Office
(Listed as it will be on
certificate)

Chris Davis, Deputy Chief Portland Police Bureau

Dan Eisenbeis, Deputy
Director & Regional
Liaison

Office of Government
Relations

Jeff Selby, Lead Public
Information Officer

Portland ECC Joint Information
Center

Dan Douthit, Public
Information Officer

Portland Bureau of Emergency
Management and Portland
Bureau of Emergency
Communications
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